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Data Transport Reliability in

Wireless Sensor Networks —

A Survey of Issues and Solutions
Andreas Willig, Holger Karl

Abstract

Reliable data transport is an important facet of dependability and quality of service in wireless sensor

networks. This paper gives an introduction to the reliable data transport problem and surveys protocols

and approaches for this protocol, often developed for particular applications to reflect the application-

specific dependability requirements. A joint characteristic of many of the discussed protocols is that they

combine mechanisms from several layers to achieve their reliability goals while being energy-efficient.

This very need to be energy-efficient precludes Internet-style approaches to reliability – handle it in the

end system – and necessitates in-network solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The specific application, requirements, and techniques of wireless sensor networks – among others,

large node number, constrained (energy) resources, data-centric networking, in-network processing – are

by now commonplace in the literature. Less well considered is the appropriate notion of reliability:

• Is there any chance to actually detect the phenomena the network is supposed to detect? Are there

enough sensors of the right modalities present? Is the area of interest sufficiently covered by sensor

nodes? This is the subject of thecoverage and deployment problem.

• The sensors are cheap and their readings can thus be noisy, giving rise to theinformation accuracy

problem. The standard approach is redundancy, i.e. to deliver multiple sensor readings and to improve

the signal-to-noise ratio by properly combining these.
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• Even when an event has been reliably detected, this information must be transported over multiple

hops towards special sink or gateway nodes and further to theuser. This is one instance of the

reliable data transport problem.

This paper focuses on the reliable data transport problem, for discussion of coverage issues we refer the

reader to [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. The information accuracy problem is beyond the scope of this paper.

Unlike in the Internet, reliability cannot be provided predominantly by the end systems and using

transport protocols. Rather, the inherent tradeoffs between reliability, quality of the provided information,

and constrained energy requires cross-layer solutions. Applying TCP, for example, to achieve reliability

is hampered by several mismatches between TCP and wireless sensor networks (WSN) – unique node

addresses vs. data-centric, difficulties to support in-network processing when using destination-terminal-

addressed TCP connections, TCP’s potential needless repetition of all packets when some losses might

well be tolerated, per-packet overhead even with header compression, and TCP’s general problems when

running over wireless links. TCP might be made more suitableby caching mechanisms [7], [8]; code

complexity, on the other hand, seems not to be problematic [9], [10], [11], [12].

This paper is structured as follows. An introduction to the reliable data transport problem is given in

the next Section II. The delivery of single packets, blocks of packets, or infinite streams of packets is

discussed in Sections III, IV and V, respectively. The paperis concluded in Section VI.

II. RELIABLE DATA TRANSPORT

The problem of achieving reliable transmission between remote nodes over multiple hops despite

channel errors, collisions or congestion has at least the following dimensions:

• Single packet vs. block of packets vs. stream of packets: the cases of delivering only a single packet

on the one hand and of delivering a number or even an infinite stream of packets on the other hand

differ substantially in the protocol mechanisms usable in either case. Reliable delivery of single

packets can be important for example for highly aggregated data, reliable delivery of blocks is

required for applications like disseminating new code or new queries into the network (re-tasking,

see [13]). Periodic data reporting is the primary example for streams of packets.

• Guaranteed vs. stochastic delivery: Some applications require guaranteed delivery. Examplesare:

(i) reporting of very important events from sensors to a sinknode, (ii) the distribution of new code

or queries from the sink node to sensors (re-tasking, see [13]), or (iii) handing over the target state

in a tracking application between nodes close to the target trajectory (see for example [14], [15]).

Other situations might well tolerate a certain degree of losses. For example, when many sensors
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transmit strongly correlated sensor readings, occasionalloss is tolerable. One way to specify the

tolerable amount of losses is to prescribe adelivery probability. In general, the higher the desired

delivery probability, the higher are the energy costs needed to achieve this.

• Sensors-to-sink vs. sink-to-sensors vs. local sensor-to-sensor: as opposed to other types of networks

communication in sensor networks does not take place between arbitrary nodes, but is either from

(groups of) sensors to a single or a few sink nodes, from a sinkto (groups of) sensors or locally

between (groups of) sensors when these run collaborative signal processing algorithms.

There is no single protocol covering all the points in this design space (TCP is not doing this either),

but several solutions have been developed for single pointsor small point sets.

III. S INGLE PACKET DELIVERY

Single packet delivery is important for example when a sensor node wants to deliver aggregated data

to a sink node. Most of the literature focuses on the case of stochastic guarantees and, accordingly, the

most important performance measure is thepacket delivery probability(PDP).

A. Approaches using a single path

Taking all the one-hop physical layer mechanisms like FEC for granted, the prime mechanisms to

ensure reliability are retransmissions and the usage of multiple packets. Let us start with retransmissions.

Three issues have to be resolved: (i) who detects losses and what are the indicators used; (ii) who

requests retransmissions; and (iii) who actually carries out these retransmissions? In single packet delivery

the data packet can get lost and the transmitting node has to use timers and retransmissions; the receiver

uses acknowledgments.

There is more flexibility in case of block or stream delivery.For example, it is possible to let the receiver

detect losses (e.g. by checking for holes in the sequence number space) and request retransmission of

missing packets by usingnegative acknowledgement(NACK) packets. If additionally NACKs are under-

stood as carryingimplicit acknowledgementsthen there is no necessity to send positive acknowledgements

for every packet, thus saving lots of energy.

For single hop delivery, two standard positive acknowledgment approaches are the following:

• MAC-layer retransmissions: when a node on the path forwardsthe data packet, it expects to receive

a MAC-layer acknowledgment. Setting timers is easy, since only single-hop propagation delays and

packet processing times have to be considered. Typically, the transmitter makes a bounded number
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Fig. 1. Comparing expected costs for pure end-to-end acknowledgements vs. end-to-end acknowledgements plusk trials at the

MAC layer (denoted as MAC[k]) for varying bit error ratep andn = 10 hops

of trials to successfully forward the packet and drops it after this number has been exhausted. How-

ever, for small data packets the acknowledgements create significant overhead which is invariably

expended even on exceptionally good channels.

• End-to-end retransmissions: the source node needs to buffer the packet until an acknowledgement

from the sink node arrives. Again, the number of trials made by the source node is typically bounded.

However, setting timers in this case is much harder, since reasonable guesses would need knowledge

on the number of hops, the per-hop delay and the current cross-traffic. End-to-end retransmissions

can be combined with MAC-layer retransmissions. Theoretically, when the number of MAC-layer

retransmissions is unbounded, the source node can free its buffer as soon as the packet is delivered

successfully to the next hop.

Putting aside problems with setting timers, the most energy-efficient choice between these schemes

depends on the error conditions. To illustrate this, we compare in Figure 1 the expected energy costs

for the case of pure end-to-end retransmissions with schemes combining end-to-end and MAC-layer

retransmissions withk trials. We have chosen a scenario withn = 10 hops between source and sink and

a simple channel error model, which flips all bits independently at the same probabilityp (the “bit error

rate”) [1, Chap. 13]. The energy consumption model is such that transmission and reception of packets

incur the same energy costs [16] [1, Chap. 2]. At all other times the nodes are sleeping, consuming no

energy. Only data and acknowledgement packets are counted.The following things are noteworthy:

• For very good channels (low bit error rate) it is best to do without MAC-layer acknowledgements.
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Beyond a certain point, however, the pure end-to-end schemeis overly wasteful. A similar result

holds when the bit error rate is kept fixed (e.g. at10−3) and the numbern of hops is varied: for

small numbers of hops it is better to not use MAC-layer acknowledgements, but beyond a threshold

they are indispensable. To make optimal usage of energy resources, the actually chosen scheme

should be decided dynamically.

• The nodes along the path expend their energy unevenly. Specifically, the source node and likely

the first few intermediate nodes have to work uponevery end-to-end retransmission, even if the

preceding trial failed close to the sink node. However, as the number of allowed MAC-layer trials

increases (and thus the probability that the packet takes a hop successfully), the energy expenditure

among nodes becomes more even.

The HHR approach (Hop-by-Hop Reliability) described in [17] relies on sending multiple copies of

the same packet; unicast by each node back to back to the next upstream node. The required number of

copies is determined from a locally estimated packet error rate, the desired packet delivery probability

and the hop-distance to the sink. Alternatively, packets are repeated until a local acknowledgment has

been received (HHRA). In comparison, there is a threshold bit error rate below which HHR is better than

HHRA and beyond which the reverse behavior can be observed. Both schemes work well for channels

with independent errors, on typical wireless channels withbursty errors (for example caused by multipath

fading), however, they are sub-optimal. Specifically, for HHR the multiple copies are simply wasted when

all copies are transmitted within the same channel deep fadeand during good channel periods, a single

or a few packets would likely suffice.

In summary, as soon as the error conditions degrade, MAC-layer retransmissions are an effective

means to reduce the energy required to reach a target packet delivery probability. However, when the

effort required to reach the target delivery probability shall be kept at minimum level, nodes need extra

information like for example their hop-distance to the intended receiver or local error estimates. Obtaining

these information incurs extra energy costs.

B. Approaches using multiple paths

A first approach to leverage multiple paths is to set them up inadvance (either node-disjoint ones or

braided paths) and declare one of them the default route. Once problems occur, another route is used

[18] or the route is repaired locally by a rerouting scheme [19]. However, in either case extra route

maintenance is required which does not necessarily pay off in single packet delivery applications.

Other approaches send not only a single packet overone of the paths but transmit multiple packets
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over multiple paths in parallel. In the ReInForM scheme [20], multiple copies of the same packet are

transmitted over randomly chosen routes. Specifically, it is assumed that a packet is destined to a sink

node and that each node knows its hop distance to the sink as well as the hop distances of all its

immediate neighbors. Packet duplication can occur at everyintermediate node, not only at the source

node. An intermediate node has to decide two things: the number of copies to create and the upstream

nodes to which the packet is actually forwarded. With respect to the latter choice, ReInForM prefers

nodes which are really closer to the sink but otherwise the choice is random. This distributes the load

over many nodes and avoids quick depletion of nodes along a “good” route. The number of duplicates

is determined from the locally estimated error rate, the hopdistance to the sink and the target delivery

probability.

Another possibility using multiple copies extends the HHR and HHRA protocols by exploiting the

broadcast property of wireless media [17]. Unlike the point-to-point based HHR, in Hop-by-Hop Broad-

cast (HHB) a broadcast packet is considered successful ifany of the sender’s neighbors (towards the

destination) forwards the packet further. To avoid degenerating into flooding, a neighbor forwards the

packet only with probabilityp; p is chosen (by the sender, using the number of its neighbors) such that

on average only a single copy is forwarded.

The HHBA scheme (Hop-by-Hop Broadcast with Acknowledgements) uses the same idea, however,

similar to the HHRA scheme there is a gap between the packet copies. Any upstream node receiving the

packet sends an acknowledgement (slightly randomized to avoid collisions) and the forwarding nodex

stops transmission of further copies as soon as such an acknowledgement is received.

In a further scheme [21], the source node adds a number of redundancy bits to the original data. The

resulting increased data block is fragmented and each fragment is transmitted on another path. The coding

is chosen such that a subset of these fragments is sufficient to reconstruct the original data. Similarparity

packet schemeshave been used in other contexts, too [22].

C. The case of multiple receivers

So far, all schemes try to deliver a single packet to asinglereceiver. The problem of delivering a single

packet to a set of receivers is much harder. One particular problem is that positive acknowledgements

would lead to theack implosionproblem known from multicast protocols [23]. One option is reliable

MAC-layer broadcast [24], another one is the WFP approach (Wait for First Packet) taken in the GARUDA

project [25] for reliably delivering the first packet of a block of packets from the sink to all sensors. This

approach rests on the transceivers ability to generate short pulses of high energy at the transmitting side
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and the ability to distinguish these pulses from normal datatransmissions based on their energy profile

on the receiving side. The sink sends these pulses periodically. The neighboring nodes start generating

pulses by themselves once they hear the sinks pulses. Repeating this, after some time the whole network

will be pulsing and the sink transmits the data packet. A sinks neighbor receiving the data packet stops

pulsing and also transmits the data packet. This process continues and the data packet propagates through

the network. Any node (including the sink) having the data packet and still hearing a pulsing neighbor

retransmits the packet. This way, continuing pulses functions as animplicit nack. The pulsing interval

has to be carefully adjusted to avoid too frequent collisions with data packets.

D. Summary

First, there is a general trend that increasing the target delivery probability in a fixed network scenario

leads to increased energy costs. Similarly, increasing thehop distance between source and sink node while

keeping the target delivery probability fixed also increases the overall energy expenditure. It depends on

the chosen scheme how this energy expenditure is distributed over the nodes.

IV. PACKET BLOCK DELIVERY

Block transfers occur when large amounts of data (e.g., codeupdates) have to be transported. One

important feature of such a block transfer is that NACKs can be used. This potentially reduces the number

of acknowledgement packets.

A NACK can be regarded as a retransmission request issued by the receiver. When an intermediate

node caches the segments, it can serve such a request as well as the original source node could but

with the benefit that the NACK and the following retransmitted segment do not need to travel the whole

distance between source and sink node. Such a node is also called a recovery server[26], [25]. In an

extreme case, all nodes in the network spend some buffer for caching.

We discuss three schemes incorporating these ideas.

A. PSFQ: Pump Slowly, Fetch Quickly

The PSFQ protocol presented in [13] is designed to deliver a number of segments from a single source

node to a subset of receiver nodes or even to all nodes within asensor net. It provides guaranteed delivery,

e.g., for code updates.

The protocol consists of three basic primitives: apump operation, afetch operation and areport

operation. By the pumping operation, the sink node transmits all the segments making up the block one
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by one, using MAC-layer broadcasts. The timeTmin between the different segments is comparably large

and each segment is equipped with a sequence number. All other nodes behave as follows:

• When a nodeA receives a new segment not yet seen, it stores it in an internal cache. When the

segment has already been received before, the new segment issimply dropped.

• When the new segment is received in-sequence, nodeA waits for some random time and forwards

it further. However, forwarding is suppressed whenA finds that four or more of its neighbors

have already forwarded the same segment, since the expectedadditional coverage achieved byA

forwarding the segment tends to be small.

• When the packet is received out-of sequence, it is also stored, but instead of forwarding it, the

node requests immediate retransmission of the missing segments from any upstream neighbor using

a NACK message indicating the missing segment(s). As soon asthe node receives the missing

segments, it starts forwarding the segments in-sequence inthe pumping mode, i.e. with long delays

in between.

The decision to forward packets only in-sequence has the advantage that loss events do not propagate:

Suppose that nodeA pumps packetsx1, x2, x3, . . . , xn. NodeA’s downstream neighbourB has received

and forwarded packetxi and afterwards receives packetxi+2. NodeB triggers a fetch operation. IfB

were to forwardxi+2 further to some downstream (w.r.t.B) nodeC, C would trigger a fetch operation,

too, which is likely useless and a waste of energy.

The fetch operation corresponds to a NACK or a retransmission request and is triggered by missing

sequence number. When segments from the end of the block are missing, there is no higher sequence

number and this method of detecting losses fails. To attack this problem, a nodeA computes from the last

seen segment number and the knowledge ofTmin some estimate on when the missing segmentsshould

have arrived. If nothing is received by that time, nodeA proactively triggers the fetch operation by

sending the NACK packet. If the upstream neighbors do not possess the missing segments, they forward

the NACK further, until it eventually reaches a node having the missing segments.

The NACK packets themselves are broadcasted andanyupstream neighbor having some of the missing

segments is invited to respond. To avoid collisions among them, they introduce random delays before

sending their answer.

The report operation is requested from the sink node. The most distant nodes (as indicated by a TTL

field in the packet) issue report packets indicating their own address and the received/missing segments.

This way the sink can judge the progress of the code block dissemination.
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B. GARUDA

The scheme developed in the GARUDA project [25] addresses a similar problem as PSFQ, namely the

reliable transfer of block data from a sink to all sensors or asignificant part of the network. GARUDA

uses a NACK-based scheme and additionally takes great care that thefirst first packet of a block is

reliably delivered to all sensors (discussed in Section III-C). This solves the problem of NACK-based

schemes that a receiver needs to receive at least one packet from the block to detect losses of further

packets at all.

GARUDA constructs an approximation to the minimum dominating set of the sensor network topology

and the members of this set (calledcore members) act as recovery servers for downstream core members

and neighboring non-core members. Only those nodes are candidates for the core that have a hop distance

to the sink being an integer multiple of three. A candidate core member refrains from becoming a core

member when there are enough core members in its neighborhood. On the other hand, non-core members

having no core member in their range can request a candidate core member to really become a core

member. All core members know at least one upstream (i.e. closer to the sink) core member from which

they request retransmissions.

The reliable delivery of a block of data from the sink proceeds in two steps: first within the core,

afterwards the non-core nodes fetch missing data from theirassociated core members. GARUDA is based

on out-of-order delivery. A core memberx requests missing segments from its upstream core membery,

but does this only whenx knows that the missing segment is indeed available aty. To achieve this, node

y includes into every forwarded packet a bitmap indicating the segments thaty already has, andx can

use this knowledge to suppress NACKs for packets missing aty. A non-core membera associated tox

suppresses all retransmission requests untilx has all the segments present, indicated by a full bitmap.

C. RMST: Reliable Multi-Segment Transport

The RMST scheme [7] adds reliable data transfer to directed diffusion [27].

RMST is designed for delivering larger blocks of data in multiple segments from a source node to a

sink node. This is for example required when time series datahas to be transmitted. RMST combines

several mechanisms to enforce reliability:

• MAC-layer retransmissions.

• In RMST’scached modethe sink node and all intermediate nodes on an enforced path cache segments

and check the cache periodically for missing segments. Whena node detects missing segments, it

generates a NACK message which travels back to the source along the reinforced path. The first node
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A having missing segments in its cache forwards them again towards the sink (and thus towards the

requesting node). IfA can retrieve all requested segments from its cache, thenA drops the NACK

packet, otherwise it is forwarded further upstream. Both the segments and the NACK packets are

represented in terms of attributes, to be compatible with directed diffusion. In thenoncached mode

of RMST only the sink node has such a cache but not the intermediate nodes; therefore, NACK’s

travel back to the source node (which clearly also needs to cache the segments).

• On the application layer redundancy is used: the source sends out the whole data block periodically

until the sink explicitly unsubscribes.

• By frequently repeating interest propagation, dissemination of exploratory events and subsequent

establishment of (new) reinforced routes some resilience against node failures is achieved.

By investigating different combinations of the above mechanisms for their total number of bytes (data plus

overhead) needed to transmit 50 segments of 100 bytes size, it showed up that MAC-layer retransmissions

are helpful in case of higher packet loss rates, but interestingly using the cached modewithoutMAC-layer

retransmissions (and thus without MAC layer overhead like acknowledgements or RTS/CTS handshakes)

is the cheapest approach (given thatall intermediate nodes cache segments).

D. Summary

The discussed schemes reveal that for the case of block transfer the usage of NACK packets and of

caching data within the network is beneficial in terms of energy. RMST has shown that the utility of

additional MAC layer delays is disputable, at least whenall intermediate nodes in the network have

sufficient memory to cache all segments. We suspect that MAC layer acknowledgements can bring

real benefits when only a fraction of intermediate nodes can cache segments and NACK packets and

retransmissions have to travel longer ways.

V. PACKET STREAM DELIVERY

Some sensor network applications require the sensor nodes to generate and report their data periodically.

One important reliability target in such a setup is to ensurethat the sink receives a sufficient number of

packets per unit time, for example to achieve a desired information accuracy. Since many environmental

processes vary only slowly, repeated sensor readings of thesame or neighbored sensors are often correlated

and accordingly some lost packets are acceptable. Therefore, the key mechanism to ensure delivery of

the desired number of packets at the sink node are not retransmissions, but instead to control either the
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packet generation rate of the sensor nodes or alternativelythe number of nodes generating packets at a

fixed rate. We discuss two mechanisms in this section, one foreach of these “control knobs”.

Controlling the packet transmission rate is intimately related to congestion control issues [28], [29],

[30]. The adverse effects of congestion on the overall energy consumption and information accuracy have

been shown in [28]: dropping packets is a waste of energy and can lead to throughput reduction, i.e.

to a reduction of the number of packets delivered at sink nodes. In [29] the CODA congestion control

framework is presented which is composed out of: (i) a localized congestion detection mechanism based on

nodes observing their buffer occupancy and the load on the channel, (ii) a local back-pressure mechanism

for short-term congestion handling, and (iii) a rate-regulation mechanism by which the sinks control the

source nodes on a longer-term basis. A method based on explicit bandwidth allocation to different packet

classes is discussed in [30].

A. ESRT: Event to Sink Reliable Transport

The ESRT protocol works by adjusting the reporting sensors packet generation rate such that it stays

in a region where sufficient numbers of packets arrive at the sink without producing congestion [31]. It is

assumed that the sink requires this minimum number of packets to achieve a desired information quality.

The situation considered by the algorithm is that of a singlesink node to which all sensor nodes direct

their readings. The sink node is not energy-constrained andcan transmit with sufficient power to reach all

the sensors. It uses this ability tocontrol the ratefn by which sensors generate data packets in then-th

round of the algorithm. The control strategy is based on a certain relationship between the generation

rate fn on the one hand and the observed sink quality (given as the rate of delivered packets per unit

time) and congestion state on the other hand. Specifically, the following regimes can be distinguished:

• For very low generation rates there is no congestion and insufficient quality.

• When increasing the generation rates, the desired quality is reached to within some fractionε without

causing congestion. Stated differently: the network is uncongested and the sink receives just the right

number of packets to achieve the desired quality, not much more or less. This is thetarget region.

• When increasing the generation rates further more packets than needed are delivered without causing

congestion.

• Another increase in generation rate starts to decrease the number of delivered packets, because

congestion starts to build up and packets are dropped. Thereis one region with congestion but

still delivering sufficient quality, but the quality drops below the required level when the rates are

increased further.
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The sink node collects congestion signs and observes the rate of incoming packets for a certain time, called

a round. Based on this information it determines the current regime, computes a new desired generation

rate for the next round (which can be larger, smaller or equalto the current generation rate) and broadcasts

this to all sensor nodes. The control strategy strives to reach the target region. The congestion state is

detected by sensors from their local buffer occupancy, taking the current occupancy and the growth trend

of buffer occupancy with respect to previous rounds into account. Upon congestion detection the sensor

node sets a congestion notification bit in outgoing packets.The sink infers a congestion state when any

incoming packet has this bit set.

Under the assumption that in the non-congested regime thereis a linear relationship between the

reporting rate and the number of packets received at the sinkper unit time, it can be shown that the

protocol always converges to the target region, with the convergence speed depending onε. The protocol

does not require the sink or the sensor nodes to have global knowledge like for example the current

number of available sensor nodes. A disadvantage is thatall sensor nodes are controlled at once, treating

interesting regions (where faster rates are appropriate) or regions with higher node density in the same

way as uninteresting regions or regions with low node density.

B. A Gur game algorithm

Instead of controlling the rate by which nodes generate packets, the round-based algorithm [32] controls

the number of active nodes in a probabilistic way. Again, it is assumed that there is a single sink node

controlling a number of sensors and the sink requires some minimum numberk∗ of packets during a round

to achieve a desired information quality. This is easy to achieve using a broadcast channel, knowledge

about the number of sensorsN , and a probabilistic decision rule in each node (send with probability

k∗/N ). But how to do this without knowingN?

One interesting way is based on the Gur game. In short, the Gurgame assumesN independent players

voting “yes” or “no” in a round. A referee counts thek “yes” votes, determines a reward probability

r = r(k), and broadcastsr. Each player rewards itself with probabilityr. Voting andr(k) have to be

chosen to obtaink∗ answers. The idea is to have nodes drift towards a settled opinion on voting yes or

no based onr – with probabilityr, a node becomes more fixed on its voting behavior, with1− r it will

lean more towards switching. Using a specific reward function [32] depending onk∗, the system will

converge tok∗ yes andN − k∗ no votes (or, in the case of WSNs, does not answer at all).
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Reliability in sensor networks is multi-faceted, and reliable data transport, a very important and

interesting issue and the focus of this paper, is one aspect.The reliable data transport problem itself

has also many faces, ranging from single packet delivery to delivery of periodic streams. Many of

the protocols discussed in this paper attack the reliability problem by combining mechanisms on several

layers, from the MAC layer up to the application layer. This is different from the Internet-way of thinking

about reliability, but necessary when energy is at premium.It is also fair to say that reliability issues have

so far attracted less attention in the research community than, say, MAC or routing protocols. There is

accordingly plenty of room for interesting research, like for example: (i) design and evaluation of further

mechanisms for improving reliability, taking the complex behavior of wireless channels into account;

(ii) adaptively controlling the actual mix of mechanisms (FEC vs. MAC-layer ARQ vs. NACKs vs. . . . )

depending on locally estimated error rates or on global knowledge of current error situations (“network

weather”); (iii) experimental studies regarding reliability and energy-efficiency in real sensor networks

(like for example [33]); and (iv) consideration of timing-aspects [34]. It will be interesting to follow the

development of end-to-end reliability solutions in the realm of sensor networks.
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